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About This Game

This game is more than adventure, is the game drew up on paper using watercolours, which includes the game detail and even
the animations! This is a story about a little girl who is preparing to celebrate the New Year. She will meet the fabulous animals

and wonders.

- There is no words :)
- There is no speech :)

- Everything is clear without words ^.^
- The Girl have no face (you can imagine any)

- The Game is not so long...

and...

- Unique colorful style
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- Hand drawn watercolor graphic
- Music played on live musical instruments (inc Balalaika, Garmoshka, Glockenspiel)

- Joyful ambience of childhood
- Good jokes

- Cats...
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Title: Devochka Quest
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Vesna Games
Publisher:
Vesna Games
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 1200

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

Storage: 80 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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DevochkaQuest's presentation is fantastic, with childish art and low-key music, and a lot of very cute animation. The puzzles are
very simple, and usually just require you to click on everything clickable.
The description says the game is short, and that might actually be an understatement. The whole game can be completed in
under 10 minutes.
Also, despite its minuscule runtime the experience is very buggy and unpolished. There isn't even a title screen, and settings are
adjusted via an external utility.

Overall, I still feel DevochkaQuest (or GirlQuest) is a wonderful little gem of a game - a piece of childhood nostalgia and New
Year magic.. I do love the art work and all things Russian, but this game is bland and boring, Not worth full price or on sale. Not
worth it.. Nice point and click adventure game with unique presentation. Very short though, can be completed in 10 minutes.
(long time is because I left it idle for no actual reason). DevochkaQuest's presentation is fantastic, with childish art and low-key
music, and a lot of very cute animation. The puzzles are very simple, and usually just require you to click on everything
clickable.
The description says the game is short, and that might actually be an understatement. The whole game can be completed in
under 10 minutes.
Also, despite its minuscule runtime the experience is very buggy and unpolished. There isn't even a title screen, and settings are
adjusted via an external utility.

Overall, I still feel DevochkaQuest (or GirlQuest) is a wonderful little gem of a game - a piece of childhood nostalgia and New
Year magic.. Nice point and click adventure game with unique presentation. Very short though, can be completed in 10 minutes.
(long time is because I left it idle for no actual reason). I do love the art work and all things Russian, but this game is bland and
boring, Not worth full price or on sale. Not worth it.
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